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Abstract—The plenoptic point cloud that has associated colors
from various directions, is a more complete representation of a 3-
D object than the general point cloud that has only one color. It is
more realistic but also brings a larger volume of data that needs
to be compressed. The state-of-the-art method to compress the
plenoptic point cloud is the multiple attributes extension of the
region-based adaptive hierarchical transform (RAHT). In addi-
tion to RAHT, the video-based point cloud compression (V-PCC)
is also an efficient method to compress the point cloud. However,
there are not any works using a video-based solution to compress
the plenoptic point cloud yet. Therefore, in this paper, we provide
a Multiview-video-based framework utilizing the high efficiency
of the multiview video coding standard to compress the plenoptic
point cloud efficiently. Under the proposed multiview-video-based
framework, a plenoptic point cloud is projected to its bounding
box to generate multiple attribute videos since it has multiple
colors from various directions. Then the multiple attribute videos
are compressed efficiently using Multiview High Efficiency Video
Coding (MV-HEVC). To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first work to compress the plenoptic point cloud using a
video-based solution. To further improve the performance of the
proposed framework, we propose two methods to reduce the bit
cost of unoccupied pixels that are useless for the reconstructed
quality of the plenoptic point cloud. First, we propose a block-
based group padding scheme to unify the unoccupied pixels
across the attribute direction to minimize the bit cost of the
unoccupied pixels. Second, we propose ignoring the distortion
of the unoccupied pixels during the rate distortion optimization
in MV-HEVC. The proposed algorithms are implemented in the
V-PCC and the MV-HEVC reference software. The experimental
results show that the proposed algorithms can lead to significant
bitrate savings compared with the state-of-the-art method.

Index Terms—Multiview High Efficiency Video Coding,
Plenoptic point cloud, Point cloud compression, Rate distortion
optimization, Video-based point cloud compression

I. INTRODUCTION

The general point cloud is a set of 3-D points that can
be used to represent a 3-D surface. Each point is usually
associated with one single color along with other attributes.
The point cloud can be used in many applications involving
the rendering of 3-D objects. For example, the point cloud is
a better technical choice than the 360-degree video for virtual
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reality because it can support 6 degrees of freedom (DoF)
rather than 3 DoF [1]. It can also be used in 3-D immersive
telepresence due to its capability to reconstruct 3-D objects
[2]. For a more thorough review of point cloud applications,
refer to [3]. However, the general point cloud with only one
single color is not realistic since the colors of the real world
objects may vary significantly along with the change of the
view angles. Recently, 8i captures several plenoptic point
clouds with associated colors from various view angles [4].
The plenoptic point cloud is a more complete representation
of a 3-D object than the general point cloud that has only one
color.

The plenoptic point cloud is more realistic than the general
point cloud. However, it also brings a much larger volume
of data. For example, for a general point cloud captured by
8i using the camera plus depth sensors, it has around one
million points [5]. With each point represented by 30 and 24
bits for the geometry and attribute, respectively, a general point
cloud can be as large as 6M bytes without compression. For a
plenoptic point cloud with 14 views, the size can be as large as
45M bytes. The plenoptic point clouds bring more burdens to
the communication and storage than the general point clouds.
Therefore, there is an urgent need to compress them more
efficiently.

Both the geometry and attribute need to be signaled to
compress a point cloud. Octree and its variations [6] [7] are
typical methods to compress the geometry. Some methods
also introduce plane [8] [9] or mapping [10] to improve the
geometry compression efficiency. However, the main differ-
ence between the plenoptic point cloud and the general point
cloud with one single color is the attribute. Therefore, we put
more focuses on the introduction of the point cloud attribute
compression in this paper.

The attribute compression methods of the general point
cloud can be roughly divided into two groups. The first
group is the 3-D-based method. The most common 3-D-
based method is the transform-based method that utilizes the
information in the geometry to generate a geometry-aware
transform. The transform is then applied to the attribute to
remove the correlations among the attributes. Among all the
transforms, the region-based adaptive hierarchical transform
(RAHT) [11] has been adopted as part of the point cloud
compression standard [12] because it shows a good trade-off
between compression efficiency and complexity. In addition,
the RAHT has been further extended to support the plenoptic
point cloud compression with multiple attributes [13]. How-
ever, the correlations among various attributes have not been
substantially exploited with only the transform.
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The second group is the projection-based method. The most
common projection-based method is the video-based method
that projects the point cloud to 2-D videos and compresses
them using 2-D video compression standard. A variety of
methods have been proposed to project the point cloud to 2-D
videos. Among them, the video-based point cloud compression
(V-PCC) first projects the point cloud to its bounding box
patch by patch [14]. The patches are then packed into a
video that is compressed using High Efficiency Video Coding
(HEVC) [15]. Due to the high efficiency of the 2-D video com-
pression pipeline including prediction, transform, quantization,
and entropy coding, the video-based method shows a good
compression efficiency for the point cloud. The V-PCC has
been adopted as part of the point cloud compression standard
[12] because it shows a good balance between the number
of points projected and the video compression efficiency.
However, to the best of our knowledge, no methods have
been proposed to compress the plenoptic point cloud using
the video-based method to exploit the view correlations.

Therefore, in this paper, we propose a Multiview-video-
based framework utilizing the high efficiency of the multiview
video coding standard to compress the plenoptic point cloud
efficiently. The proposed framework has the following key
contributions.

• We propose projecting the plenoptic point cloud to its
bounding box to generate multiple attribute videos since
it has associated colors from various directions. Then
the multiple attribute videos are compressed efficiently
using Multiview High Efficiency Video Coding (MV-
HEVC) [16]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first work that compresses the plenoptic point cloud with
a multiview-video-based framework.

• We propose a block-based group padding scheme to
unify the unoccupied pixels across the view and temporal
directions to reduce the bit cost of the unoccupied pixels.
In this way, the unoccupied blocks will have zero residues
after prediction, and thus fewer bits will be spent on the
unoccupied pixels.

• We propose ignoring the distortions of the unoccupied
pixels during the rate distortion optimization (RDO) in
MV-HEVC to further reduce the bit cost of the unoccu-
pied pixels. In addition, some occupied pixels will obtain
a good prediction without considering the distortions of
the unoccupied pixels. This also contributes to part of the
performance improvements.

Part of the works has been proposed in our previous work
[17]. In this work, we give a more comprehensive analysis
and more experimental results on the proposed block-based
group padding scheme. In addition, we propose optimizing
the MV-HEVC encoder by ignoring the distortions of the
unoccupied pixels for the plenoptic point cloud compression.
The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm
leads to much better performance compared with that of the
previous work.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We will re-
view the related works in Section II. The proposed multiview-
video-based compression framework will be described in

Section II-A in detail. The proposed methods to handle the
unoccupied pixels will be introduced in Section IV Section V
will show the experimental results and analysis. Section VI
will conclude the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

The main difference between the general point cloud and
the plenoptic point cloud is the attribute. We will focus on the
review of the point cloud attribute compression methods in
this section. In subsection II-A and subsection II-B, we will
review the 3-D-based method and projection-based method,
respectively.

A. 3-D-based method

The 3-D-based method can be roughly divided into the
transform-based method and prediction-based method. The
essence of the transform-based method is utilizing the correla-
tion between the geometry and attribute to derive a geometry-
aware transform from the geometry to compress the attribute.
Zhang et al. [18] first proposed using Graph Fourier Transform
(GFT) to exploit the correlations in the geometry to compress
the attribute. Shao et al. [19] further improved the GFT with
optimized Laplacian sparsity to select a better GFT for each
local block. In addition, Queiroz and Chou [20] proposed
Gaussian Process Transform (GPT) that is the Karhunen-
Loève transform of the Gaussian process to compress the
attribute. However, these methods need to solve a complex
Eigenproblem to derive the transform and will significantly
increase the encoder and decoder complexity. To address
this problem, Queiroz and Chou [11] introduced RAHT to
compress the attribute to get a better balance between the
complexity and the performance. RAHT is a wavelet trans-
form [21] weighted by the cell occupancy so that it can
substantially utilize the information in the geometry. Due to
a good balance between the complexity and the performance,
RAHT has been adopted as part of the point cloud compression
standard [12] in the Moving Pictures Experts Group (MPEG).
Sandri et al. [22] [13] extended the RAHT to RAHT-DCT or
RAHT-KLT to further exploit the correlations among multiple
attributes to compress the plenoptic point cloud. However,
those correlations among various views cannot be fully utilized
with only the transform. In addition, Gu et al. [23] proposed
using a geometry-guided sparse representation to compress the
attribute.

In addition to the transform-based method, the prediction
is also a common way to decorrelate signals. Cohen et al.
[24] introduced a 3-D intra prediction method using the
neighboring reconstructed points to predict the current points.
Shao et al. [25] proposed decomposing the point cloud into
two slices and introduced intra prediction to predict them
separately. These methods divide the point cloud into multiple
blocks and perform the intra prediction block by block. In
addition, Mammou et al. [14] introduced a layer structure and
used the point cloud with coarse granularity to predict that with
finer granularity. A lifting scheme is further proposed in [26]
to improve its performance. This method shows good compres-
sion performance for the sparse point cloud compression, and
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thus it has been adopted as part of the point cloud compression
standard in MPEG [12]. During the standardization process,
some works focus on deriving an optimal layer-based structure
using the kd-tree [27] or the neighboring information [28].

B. Projection-based method

The projection-based method projects the point cloud to the
2-D domain to utilize the efficient image or video compression
standard. Rufael et al. [29] proposed projecting the points into
an image through a depth-first tree traversal. The image is then
compressed using image compression standard such as Joint
Photographic Experts Group (JPEG). Lasserre et al. [30] and
Budagavi et al. [31] proposed sorting the points directly into
a video using an octree or point position in a lossless manner.
However, the videos generated are unsuitable for the current
video compression framework since the spatial and temporal
correlations are limited. To solve this problem, Schwarz et al.
[32] and He et al. [10] proposed projecting the point cloud
to video using cubes or cylinders and unfolding it into a 2-D
video. The generated videos have high spatial and temporal
correlations. However, many points are lost due to occlusion.
Mammou et al. [14] proposed a patch-based method to project
the point cloud to the cube patch by patch and organized
all the patches into a video. This method won the MPEG
call for proposal for the dynamic point cloud compression. In
addition, it has also been demonstrated as an effective method
to compress the static point cloud [33]. Moreover, Zhang et al.
[34] proposed projecting the multiview images to a point cloud
for compression. However, to the best of our knowledge, there
are not any works using a video-based solution to exploit the
correlations among various views to compress the plenoptic
point cloud yet.

III. MULTIVIEW VIDEO-BASED PLENOPTIC POINT CLOUD
COMPRESSION FRAMEWORK

To compress a plenoptic point cloud using a video-based
solution, we first project the plenoptic point cloud to a 2-D
video using the same way as in V-PCC [12]. The projection
from a plenoptic point cloud to a 2-D video in the V-PCC
can be roughly divided into three steps: patch generation,
patch packing, and patch padding. A plenoptic point cloud
is first divided into several patches by projecting it to its 3-
D bounding box. Roughly speaking, each patch is generated
by clustering the neighboring points with similar normals
together. Compared with the face-based method in [32], the
patch-based method has the following two benefits. First,
more points will be projected so that the reconstructed point
cloud will have better quality. Second, the points with similar
normals clustered together will generate a geometry video with
fewer variances, which will lead to less bit cost. In addition,
each 3-D patch is projected two 2-D patches to further
increase the number of projected points. The two 2-D patches
will have small differences only when one point obstructed
another point. Most pixels with the same values lead to strong
“temporal correlations” between the two patches.

After patch generation, a simple packing strategy is used
to organize the patches into frames. The patch location is
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Fig. 1. 3-D to 2-D projection and packing processes.

determined through an exhaustive search in a raster scan
order. The first position that can guarantee an overlapping-
free insertion of the patch is selected and all the grid cells
covered by the patch are marked as used. For dynamic point
cloud compression, some patches are packed in a temporally
consistent manner to improve the compression efficiency [35].
In addition, patch rotation is supported to allow more flexible
packing so as to improve the compression performance.

A lot of empty space exists among various patches after
patch generation. The patch packing aims to fill the empty
space to make the generated frames more suitable for 2-D
video compression. A variety of methods have been proposed
for the padding of the geometry and attribute video. For
the geometry, the padding is performed block by block in
a raster scan order using the neighboring occupied pixels.
For the attribute, a push-pull algorithm [36] and a harmonic
background filling method [37] have been proposed to make
the attribute be compressed more efficiently. The unoccupied
pixels in the first and second frames will further go through a
group padding to increase the temporal correlations [38].

Fig. 1 shows the patch generation processes and a typical
geometry frame generated using the 3-D to 2-D projection.
In Fig. 1, a patch with 3-D start coordinate (δ0, r0, s0) is
projected to a 2-D bounding box (u0, v0, u1, v1) with normal
n. The size of the 3-D bounding box is the same as the 2-D
bounding box. In this way, the 3-D coordinate (x3, y3, z3) is
projected to the 2-D coordinate (x, y) as follows,{

x = y3− s0 + u0
y = z3− r0 + v0

. (1)

Under the proposed framework, the geometry video is first
generated, compressed, and reconstructed. Then the attribute
video is generated using recoloring, compressed, and recon-
structed.

Different from the general point cloud compression that
generates only one attribute video, the plenoptic point cloud
that has multiple attributes leads to a number of attribute
videos after the above processes. The number of attribute
videos is determined by the number of cameras from various
directions. Fig. 2 gives a typical example of the attribute
frames generated from multiple view angles. We can see that
these frames are similar to each other despite some pixel
differences. These “view correlations” need to be fully utilized
to improve the compression efficiency. In addition to the “view
correlations”, each point cloud is projected to two frames that
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Fig. 2. Examples of the projected views from the plenoptic point cloud
“Loot”. These views are from the view index 0, 2, 5, 8, and 11, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Proposed multiview-video-based framework.

have strong “temporal correlations” as we have mentioned
above.

To fully utilize both the temporal and view correlations, we
propose using MV-HEVC to compress these frames efficiently.
Using the plenoptic point cloud with 13 views as an example,
Fig. 3 shows the proposed multiview-video-based framework.
In Fig. 3, the squares with indices 0 to 12 represent the
13 views. The subscripts 0 and 1 indicate the frame index
in the temporal direction. The arrows among various views
and frames indicate the reference relationships. In the view
direction, we use a hierarchical coding structure with GOP
size 8. All the views are divided into 4 hierarchical levels. The
even and odd views are coded as reference and non-reference
frames, respectively. All the views are encoded with B frames
using uni-directional and bi-directional prediction to fully
utilize the correlations among various views. In the temporal
direction, only frame 0 with the same view index is used as
the reference of frame 1 since the “temporal correlation” is
much higher than the “view correlation”.

In addition to the reference relationships, the bit alloca-
tion of various views and frames are also important to the
compression performance. We set the quantization parameters
(QPs) of various views and frames as follows. First, the higher

TABLE I
QP SETTINGS OF VARIOUS VIEWS AND FRAMES

hierarchical level frame 0 frame 1
0 QPI+1 QPI+4
1 QPI+2 QPI+5
2 QPI+3 QPI+6
3 QPI+4 QPI+7

the hierarchical level in the view direction is, the larger the
QP is. In the view direction, we set the QP of each level as
QPI+ level+1. Second, the second non-reference frame uses
a higher QP than the first reference frame. In the temporal
direction, we set the QP of QP1 as QP0 + 3. The detailed
settings of the QPs of all the frames and views are shown in
Table I.

In this paper, we mainly deal with the static plenoptic
point cloud. The proposed framework can be easily extended
to encode the dynamic plenoptic point cloud by extending
the reference structure in the temporal direction. When the
resolution of each view is too large to use the MV-HEVC
structure, the 2-D hierarchical coding structure [39] can be
used to compress them efficiently.

IV. EFFICIENT UNOCCUPIED PIXEL COMPRESSION

Under the proposed multiview-video-based plenoptic point
cloud compression framework, the unoccupied pixels padded
among various patches are useless for the quality of the
reconstructed plenoptic point cloud. Since the number of the
unoccupied pixels in the multiple attribute videos is much
more than that in one attribute video, this problem becomes
much more serious under the multiview video-based plenoptic
point cloud compression framework. In this section, we design
two methods to minimize the bit cost of the unoccupied pixels
from two aspects: the V-PCC and MV-HEVC encoders.

A. Block-based group padding for unoccupied pixels

In the V-PCC for general point cloud compression, several
padding methods [36] [37] are first proposed to minimize the
bit cost of unoccupied pixels in the first frame. Then, all
the unoccupied pixels are padded using the average of the
first frame and the second frame to minimize the bit cost of
the unoccupied pixels in the second frame [38]. This method
exploits the temporal correlations of the unoccupied pixels in
the first and second frames to improve compression efficiency.
However, since the difference among various views in the view
direction is much larger than that in the temporal direction, the
isolated unoccupied pixels makes this method not working in
the view direction.

Fig. 4 shows a typical example of a projected view with the
unoccupied pixels set as black. We can see that the unoccupied
pixels can be divided into two groups: the isolated unoccupied
pixels indicated by the red square and the continuous unoccu-
pied pixels indicated by the green rectangle. The continuous
unoccupied pixels can be padded with the average value of all
the unoccupied pixels in the same location across all the view
directions. However, the padding of the isolated unoccupied
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Fig. 4. Typical example of a projected view with the unoccupied pixels set
as black from the plenoptic point cloud “Loot”.
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Fig. 5. Influence of the padding of isolated unoccupied pixels.

pixels may destroy the spatial continuity of a block containing
both occupied and unoccupied pixels as shown in Fig. 5.
We can see that the difference between the original block
and the prediction block are larger but more smooth without
padding. After padding, the current block and its prediction
block will have the same pixel values for the unoccupied
pixels but different values for the occupied pixels. In this way,
the residual block will have some singular values and it will
be unsuitable for the following transform, quantization, and
entropy coding processes.

In this paper, we propose a block-based group padding
algorithm to filter out the isolated unoccupied pixels. For
each pixel, we find the K × K block with the pixel as the
center pixel. Only when all the pixels in the K×K block are
unoccupied, the pixel will be padded across the view direction.
In this way, we will not pad the isolated unoccupied pixels
and still keep the spatial continuity of a block containing both
occupied and unoccupied pixels. The continuous unoccupied
pixels will be padded to reduce the bit cost of the unoccupied
pixels to improve the compression efficiency. Note that the
proposed block-based group padding algorithm will become

pixel-based group padding when K is equal to 1. We will
discuss the influences of the block size K in the experimental
results.

After the detection of the to-be-padded unoccupied pixels,
we will pad them using the average value of all the views in
both frame 0 and frame 1,

fi,j =

N−1∑
k=0

(f0,k + f1,k)/(2N), i ∈ 0, 1, j ∈ 0, N − 1, (2)

where N is number of views of the plenoptic point cloud, i
is the frame index, j is the view index, and fi,j is the value
of each unoccupied pixel. After the above padding scheme,
in both the view and temporal directions, we can obtain
very good predictions for the continuous unoccupied pixels.
Therefore, the bitrate of the continuous unoccupied pixels can
be significantly reduced.

B. Occupancy-based rate distortion optimization

The block-based group padding algorithm can only deal
with the continuous unoccupied pixels. In this subsection, we
propose handling both the continuous and isolated unoccupied
pixels by introducing a occupancy-map-based RDO scheme.

In the default encoder of MV-HEVC reference software,
the encoding parameters P including mode, motion are deter-
mined by the rate distortion (R-D) cost J ,

min
P

J =

N∑
i=1

Di(P ) + λR(P ), (3)

where Di(P ) is the distortion of pixel i in the current block.
R(P ) is the bit cost of the current block. N is the number
of pixels in the current block. λ is the Lagrangian Multiplier
determining the optimization target. In different stages of the
RDO process, the distortion can be the sum of the absolute
difference (SAD), the sum of the absolute transformed differ-
ence (SATD), or the sum of the squared difference (SSD). As
we can see from (3), for a block containing both occupied
and unoccupied pixels, the distortions of the occupied and
unoccupied pixels are accumulated together. This indicates
that the default optimization target treats the distortions of
the occupied and unoccupied pixels equally. However, the
distortions of the unoccupied pixels have no influence on the
reconstructed quality of the plenoptic point cloud. Therefore,
the default RDO scheme is unsuitable for the multiview-video-
based plenoptic point cloud compression framework.

In this paper, we add an occupancy-map-based mask to
the distortion in the RDO scheme to solve this problem. We
have developed a occupancy-map-based RDO method for the
video-based general point cloud compression in our previous
work [40]. As the problems of unoccupied pixels are more
serious for the plenoptic point cloud compression, we extend
the algorithm here to see the performance of the occupancy-
map-based RDO scheme in the view direction. The R-D cost
of a block after adding the mask is calculated as

min
P

J =

N∑
i=1

Di(P )×Mi + λR(P ), (4)
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where Mi is 1 when pixel i is occupied, and Mi is 0
when pixel i is unoccupied. Using this equation, we will
only consider the distortions of the occupied pixels when
calculating the R-D cost. In the following, we will describe
how we fit (4) into the intra prediction, inter prediction, and
Sample Adaptive Offset (SAO) in MV-HEVC.

1) Intra prediction: In the MV-HEVC encoder, the intra
mode decision can be roughly divided into 3 steps: rough
intra mode decision, precise intra mode decision, and residue
quadtree decision. The rough intra mode decision generates
several best intra mode candidates using the SATD between
the original and prediction blocks plus the λ times the bits of
the intra prediction direction Rdir as the R-D cost,

min
P

J =

N∑
i=1

SATDi(P ) + λRdir(P ). (5)

During this process, the residue bits are not taken into con-
sideration. If we add the mask to the SATD calculation, we
can find a good prediction for the occupied pixels. However,
we may find very bad predictions for the unoccupied pixels
that will finally lead to a waste of many bits. Therefore,
the proposed occupancy-map-based RDO is not applied to
the rough intra mode decision process. For the precise mode
decision and residue quadtree decision, since the full RDO
employing the SSD between the original and reconstruction
signals plus the λ times the total bits as the RD cost is used,
(4) is applied to the SSD to ignore the distortions of the
unoccupied pixels.

2) Inter prediction: In the MV-HEVC encoder, the inter
modes can be divided into merge 2Nx2N/skip mode and
the other inter modes including inter 2Nx2N and the other
partitions. For the merge 2Nx2N/skip mode, as all the merge
candidates will go through the full RDO, (4) is applied to
ignore the distortions of unoccupied pixels. The other inter
modes will first go through the integer and fractional ME to
find the MV. In addition, for the partitions except for 2Nx2N,
we will calculate the R-D cost of the merge mode to compare
with that of the fractional ME. In all these processes, the R-D
cost is calculated using

min
P

J =

N∑
i=1

SADi(P )/SATDi(P ) + λRmotion. (6)

As the residue bits are not taken into consideration, we have
not applied (4) in the RDO process as explained in the intra
prediction subsection. Therefore, for the other inter modes
except for merge 2Nx2N/skip mode, the occupancy-map-based
RDO is only used to calculate the final R-D cost of inter
partitions to compare with the other modes in the full RDO
process.

3) Sample adaptive offset: The SAO process can be roughly
divided into two steps. First, it calculates the average offsets
between the reconstructed and original pixels for different
types of edge offset (EO) and band offset (BO). Second, the
offsets are determined using RDO on whether they should
be added to the reconstructed pixel values of a coding tree
unit (CTU) or not. The statistics of the offsets are the key
steps to determine the performance of SAO. In the original

TABLE II
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLENOPTIC POINT CLOUDS

Name Points Cameras Geometry/Attribute bit depth
Boxer 3496011 13 12/8
Loot 3021497 13 12/8

Soldier 4007891 13 12/8
Thaidancer 3130215 13 12/8
Longdress 3100469 12 12/8

Redandblack 2776067 12 12/8

MV-HEVC encoder, the statistics of the offsets come from all
the unoccupied and occupied pixels in the frame. However,
the unoccupied pixels are encoded with severe distortions in
the occupancy-map-based RDO. Therefore, the average offsets
will be determined by the distortions of the unoccupied pixels
if the original method is applied.

The offsets derived using the above steps have two disadvan-
tages. First, the occupied CTUs will not have suitable offsets
and their R-D performance will be degraded. Second, many
bits will be wasted to encode the offsets as they will only be
used by the unoccupied CTUs. In this work, we use a simple
method to accumulate only the differences of the occupied
pixels to calculate the offsets to address the problems. These
offsets will be suitable for the occupied CTUs while unsuitable
for the unoccupied CTUs. Therefore, the distortions of the
occupied CTUs will be reduced while the unoccupied CTUs
will not choose SAO to avoid wasting bits.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed algorithms are implemented in the V-PCC
[41] and MV-HEVC [42] reference software to compare
with the state-of-the-art plenoptic point cloud compression
algorithm using RAHT-KLT [13] and the V-PCC without
considering the inter correlations [12]. We test all the static
plenoptic point clouds proposed in [4]. The characteristics of
the static plenoptic point clouds are shown in Table II. Since all
the plenoptic point clouds are static, we only test the all intra
configuration defined in the V-PCC common test condition
[43]. The QPs of the I frames in the proposed multiview-
video-based framework are set the same as the attribute QP
from the low bitrate (r1) to the high bitrate (r5) to verify the
performance of the proposed algorithm in a large bitrate range.
The average Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) of all the
views is used as the quality metric. Since various algorithms
may generate different bitrates, the Bjontegaard Delta bitrate
(BD-rate) [44] is employed as the performance metric for a
fair comparison.

We will first show the performance of the proposed
multiview-video-based framework compared with the RAHT-
KLT and the V-PCC without considering the inter correlations.
Then we will show the performances of the efficient unoc-
cupied pixel compression algorithms in detail. Finally, some
examples of the R-D curves will be shown to better illustrate
the experimental results.

A. Performance comparison with the state-of-the-art method
Table III shows the performance comparison between the

proposed multiview-video-based framework and the state-of-
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TABLE III
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PROPOSED MULTIVIEW-VIDEO-BASED

FRAMEWORK AND RAHT-KLT [13]

Name RAHT-KLT Multiview-video Y
Color bits Y-PSNR Color bits Y-PSNR BD-rate

Boxer

534974 36.58 800592 37.42

1.0%
1102667 38.51 1469168 39.37
2506516 41.02 2646496 41.41
4144398 42.77 5030344 43.40
7624336 45.08 9660168 45.22

Loot

505156 36.47 639904 37.71

–31.2%
1036214 38.57 1214984 40.35
2252251 41.16 2183896 42.74
3576056 42.91 4010464 44.80
6210303 45.21 7266152 46.51

Soldier

1193244 34.15 1088120 35.37

–26.9%
2361547 36.60 2077560 37.87
3514995 38.24 3741072 40.13
7227865 41.62 6740544 42.07

11973133 44.15 12000880 43.78

Thai

434126 28.46 515368 31.29

–42.7%
1719585 33.63 959752 34.09
3058823 36.63 1744408 36.67
4292715 38.52 3242152 38.86
5599587 40.03 6150648 40.89

Long

519371 28.01 942000 33.03

–35.4%
2081546 33.01 1639144 35.37
3770193 36.19 2798792 37.40
5245716 38.36 4972816 39.13
9214122 42.67 9176816 41.17

Red

224020 31.82 744512 36.61

–16.9%
903125 35.90 1305184 38.80
1736193 38.43 2203496 40.73
3313844 41.59 3970184 42.44
6081458 45.08 7318392 44.05

Average – – – – –27.0%

the-art plenoptic point cloud compression method RAHT-
KLT. We can see that the proposed multiview-video-based
framework can lead to 27.0% bitrate savings compared with
the RAHT-KLT on average. For the plenoptic point cloud
Thaidancer, the proposed framework brings as high as 42.7%
bitrate savings. The experimental results demonstrate that the
proposed multiview-video-based framework can compress the
plenoptic point cloud more efficiently compared with RAHT-
KLT. For various rate points, the proposed multiview-video-
based framework shows significant bitrate savings compared
with the RAHT-KLT in low and medium bitrate cases. While
in high bitrate case, the proposed framework leads to similar
or even slightly worse performance. This is in accordance with
the results shown in [33] that the video-based solution shows
very good performance in low and medium bitrate cases.
Note that we only compare the R-D performance of the Y
component since only the Y-PSNR is shown in [13]. The color
bits are the total bits for the Y, U, and V components.

Table IV shows the performance comparison between the
proposed multiview-video framework and the V-PCC solution
without considering the correlations among various views. We
can see that the proposed algorithm leads to an average of
74.4%, 76.8%, and 77.7% bitrate savings compared with the
V-PCC for the Y, Cb, Cr components, respectively. The perfor-
mance improvements for all the tested plenoptic point clouds
are significant and consistent. The experimental results show
that the proposed algorithm can fully exploit the correlations

TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PROPOSED

MULTIVIEW-VIDEO-BASED FRAMEWORK AND THE V-PCC SOLUTION
WITHOUT USING THE CORRELATIONS AMONG VARIOUS VIEWS

Name Y Cb Cr
Boxer –62.4% –67.1% –69.2%
Loot –67.1% –71.8% –73.3%

Soldier –73.6% –75.1% –76.1%
Thaidancer –82.6% –83.5% –83.2%
Longdress –86.5% –86.6% –86.5%

Redandblack –78.1% –78.1% –79.1%
Average –74.4% –76.8% –77.7%

TABLE V
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PROPOSED

MULTIVIEW-VIDEO-BASED FRAMEWORK WITH AND WITHOUT THE
BLOCK-BASED GROUP PADDING METHOD

Name Y Cb Cr
Boxer –18.7% –13.8% –16.5%
Loot –16.5% –15.7% –15.0%

Soldier –9.6% –7.7% –7.4%
Thaidancer –13.3% –12.2% –12.6%
Longdress –8.1% –8.2% –8.2%

Redandblack –13.6% –13.6% –14.1%
Average –13.3% –11.5% –13.6%

among various views so as to improve the performance signifi-
cantly. The proposed algorithm will lead to some encoding and
decoding complexities increase as the inter-view prediction
involves more complex mode decision and motion estimation
operations compared with intra prediction.

B. Performance of the efficient unoccupied pixel compression
algorithms

1) Block-based padding: The performance comparison be-
tween the proposed multiview-video-based framework with
and without the block-based group padding method is shown
in Table V. The block size is set as 4 in the experimental results
shown in Table V. We can see that the proposed block-based
padding can bring 13.3%, 11.5%, and 13.6% performance
improvements for the Y, Cb, and Cr components, respectively.
The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can
bring significant bitrate savings by reducing the bit cost of the
unoccupied pixels. Note that with the proposed block-based
group padding method, no plenoptic point clouds will suffer
performance losses any more compared with the RAHT-KLT
including the Boxer.

To show the influences of K on the performance of the
block-based group padding, we give the R-D performances
of various values of K for different plenoptic point clouds
in Table VI. We can see that the block size 4 brings the
best performance among all the values on average. However,
we can see that the performance varies for different plenoptic
point clouds. The block size 4 is the best for most plenoptic
point clouds. The block sizes 1, 2, and 8 are the best choices
for the plenoptic point cloud Thaidancer, Longdress, and
Boxer, respectively. The denser the plenoptic point cloud is,
the smaller the block size should be and vice versa.

The average performance is essentially determined by a
trade-off between the number of averaged continuous and
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TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED BLOCK-BASED GROUP PADDING

METHODS WITH DIFFERENT BLOCK SIZES

Name Y BD-rate
K = 1 K = 2 K = 4 K = 8 K = 16

Boxer 105.2% –17.9% –18.7% –18.8% –18.0%
Loot 62.2% –16.0% –16.5% –16.1% –15.3%

Soldier 60.1% –9.2% –9.6% –9.2% –8.1%
Thaidancer –13.4% –13.3% –13.3% –12.8% –11.9%
Longdress –1.6% –8.3% –8.1% –7.7% –7.2%

Redandblack 64.4% –12.6% –13.6% –13.6% –12.7%
Average 42.5% –13.0% –13.3% –12.9% –12.1%

TABLE VII
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PROPOSED

MULTIVIEW-VIDEO-BASED FRAMEWORK WITH AND WITHOUT THE
OCCUPANCY-MAP-BASED RDO

Name Y Cb Cr
Boxer –26.4% 1.6% 2.4%
Loot –21.0% –1.1% 3.5%

Soldier –16.7% 13.2% 13.6%
Thaidancer –15.8% –14.8% –14.8%
Longdress –17.6% –7.6% –7.9%

Redandblack –23.1% –15.4% –18.6%
Average –19.5% –1.7% –0.5%

isolated unoccupied pixels. The more the averaged continuous
unoccupied pixels, the better the performance. The less the
averaged isolated unoccupied pixels, the better the perfor-
mance. When K equals to 1, all the continuous and isolated
unoccupied pixels will be averaged. The isolated unoccupied
pixels destroy the spatial continuity of many blocks, and
thus degrade the compression performance significantly. Along
with the increase of K from 1 to 4, both the averaged isolated
and continuous pixels become less. However, the reduction of
the isolated points is the major influence and thus the R-D
performance improved gradually. Then if the K further in-
creases, the number of isolated unoccupied pixels keeps almost
unchanged while the number of averaged unoccupied pixels
keeps decreasing. Therefore, the R-D performance becomes
slightly worse.

2) Occupancy-map-based RDO: The performance compar-
ison between the proposed multiview-video-based framework
with and without the occupancy-map-based RDO is shown
in Table VII. We can see that the proposed occupancy-map-
based RDO brings an average of 19.5%, 1.7%, and 0.5%
bitrate savings for the Y, Cb, and Cr components, respectively.
The proposed occupancy-map-based RDO leads to significant
bitrate savings as we have not taken the distortions of the
unoccupied pixels into consideration. The proposed algorithm
leads to a better performance improvement compared with the
block-based group padding as the occupancy-map-based RDO
considers both the continuous and isolated unoccupied pixels
into consideration. The block-based group padding can only
reduce the bit cost of the continuous unoccupied pixels.

To better show why the proposed occupancy-map-based
RDO can bring significant bitrate savings, we show the com-
parison between the reconstructed YUVs with and without
the occupancy-map-based RDO in Fig. 6. We can see that the
continuous unoccupied pixels become less smooth when the

(a) With RDO

(b) Without RDO

Fig. 6. Comparison between the reconstructed YUVs with and without the
occupancy-map-based RDO.

TABLE VIII
PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED MULTIVIEW-VIDEO FRAMEWORK

COMBINING THE PROPOSED BLOCK-BASED GROUP PADDING AND THE
OCCUPANCY-MAP-BASED RDO

Name Y Cb Cr
Boxer –21.4% 7.4% 9.0%
Loot –18.7% 0.4% 5.3%

Soldier –14.4% 16.5% 15.9%
Thaidancer –14.8% –13.5% –13.8%
Longdress –16.2% –6.5% –6.4%

Redandblack –18.6% –11.2% –14.7%
Average –17.1% 0.9% 2.0%

proposed occupancy-map-based RDO is used. This will lead to
worse quality for the unoccupied pixels but not have influences
on the occupied pixels. The bits saving from the worse
quality of the unoccupied pixels is exactly the reason why the
occupancy-map-based RDO algorithm can bring significant R-
D performance improvements.
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Fig. 7. R-D curves of the plenoptic point clouds.

3) Combination of the block-based group padding and
the occupancy-map-based RDO: Table VIII shows the per-
formance of the proposed multiview-video-based framework
combining the proposed block-based group padding and the
occupancy-map-based RDO. We can see that the proposed
combination leads to 17.1% performance improvement for
the Y component on average. Comparing Table VIII and
Table VII, we can see that the proposed combination leads
to some performance losses compared with the occupancy-
map-based RDO. The reason is that the block-based padding
may lead to spatial discontinuities between neighboring spatial
blocks with and without padding and make the occupancy-
map-based RDO not working well. Therefore, only one un-
occupied pixel compression method is proposed to be used.
When the users do not want to change the MV-HEVC encoder,
they can choose the block-based padding method. When the
users want to optimize the compression performance, they can
choose the occupancy-map-based RDO algorithm.

C. R-D curves

To give a better illustration of the R-D performance of the
tested plenoptic point clouds, we show some R-D curves of
the proposed algorithms in Fig. 7. We can see that the V-
PCC always shows the worst performance since no inter view
correlations are utilized. Compared with the RAHT-KLT, the
proposed multiview-video framework brings significant bitrate
savings in low and medium bitrate cases. In high bitrate
case, the multiview-video-based framework shows a better R-
D performance for some plenoptic point clouds while shows a
slightly worse R-D performance for the other plenoptic point
clouds. The proposed block-based group padding can lead to
better R-D performance by considering the bit cost of the
continuous unoccupied pixels. The proposed occupancy-map-
based RDO is able to further bring some R-D performance
improvements by taking the bit cost of both the continuous
and isolated unoccupied pixels into consideration.
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VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a multiview-video-based frame-
work to compress the plenoptic point cloud efficiently. First,
we propose projecting the plenoptic point cloud to its bounding
box to generate a geometry video and multiple attribute videos
from various directions. The multiple attribute videos are then
proposed to be compressed using multiview-High Efficiency
Video Coding (MV-HEVC). Second, we propose a block-
based group padding method to unify the unoccupied pixels
in the view direction to reduce the bit cost of the unoccupied
pixels. Third, we propose an occupancy-map-based RDO
method in MV-HEVC to further reduce the bit cost of the
unoccupied pixels. The proposed framework is implemented in
the video-based point cloud compression and the MV-HEVC
reference software. The experimental results show that the
proposed method significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art
plenoptic point cloud compression method.
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